
I1601P
15.6 inch (39.5 cm) LCD MONITOR

Ultra-light, portable, one cable solution

Portable, elegant solution
The I160 looks gorgeous and is durable with its metal alloy case. While being just 8.5 mm thick and
weighing ultra-light 800 g it is easy to travel with for work or study. It also easily fits in most notebook
bags.

Travelling and commuting
If you work on the go, whether you’re commuting or often working far from home, you need to boost your
productivity in places and situations when a complete desktop setup is just impossible and unlikely to
have. With the lightweight and easy-to-handle size of AOC portable monitors, you can always be efficient
… anytime, anywhere. Working has never been so easy: when visiting your customers, their ergonomics
help you focus on the core of your meetings!

Business meetings
An AOC portable monitor is the perfect solution for business meetings. You can share with your customers
and partners a document, or a presentation, while keeping an eye on all other apps you need for work on
your laptop. This helps in delivering tasks with no distractions, for you and your audience.

Home use – Solve the “too little space issues”
Sometimes a traditional monitor is not what you’re really looking for, the more so if you live in a small
apartment and you can’t have a complete desktop layout. But AOC has the perfect solution, in roughly
16”, that can assure you more screen space and more comfort.

One cable solution USB-C + USB displaylink
More on-screen estate is just a cable away. Thanks to the hybrid connection, you can easily connect your
laptop to the portable monitor. Specifically, if your laptop has a USB-C port compatible with DP alt, you
may use USB-C. If not, you can connect via USB with the DisplayLink technology in our portable monitor.

IPS and FHD
For optimum productivity and comfortable collaboration, this model features IPS technology that gives
crisp visuals, colour accuracy and wide viewing angles. Visualisation is enhanced by the FHD resolution.
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Ultra-light aluminum design
Functional connectivity, full productivity, and extreme portability in only 800 grams, with a sleek design
and aluminum back. With a light weight and an easy-to-handle size, you can always be efficient…
anytime, anywhere, with no side hassles and bothers.

Productivity anywhere you go
More screen real-estate significantly increases productivity. With your monitor connected to your laptop
you can be efficient even outside your home or office – when travelling or, visiting customers.

Home use – Multi setup
Portable monitors are also worthy allies in multi-monitor set-ups at home. They are a space-efficient and
powerful solution that can be used in your home setup for complete and extensive visualization, but also
a solution that can fit everywhere in your house for any need. Thanks to a single USB cable that transfers
data to the screen and acts as an energy-efficient power source, you can enhance your work efficiency
while maintaining a clear and sleek desk for a stylish solution for any workplace or home interior.

 

Smart cover
The included smart cover protects your display inside or outside your bag against dirt and damage. When
the display is in use, the cover acts as a flexible screen holder, in portrait or landscape mode.

 

General

Model name I1601P

EAN 4038986139977

Product Line Style-line

Series 01_Series

Channel B2C

Classification Mainstream

Section Consumer

Launch date 14-07-2021

Continent Europe

Product status (EU) Launch
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Screen

Resolution 1920x1080

Refresh rate 60Hz

Screen size (inch) 15.6 inch

Screen size (cm) 39.5 cm

Flat / Curved Flat

Backlight WLED

Panel Type IPS

Aspect ratio 16:9

Display Colours 262.000

Panel Colour in Bits 6

sRGB Coverage (%) (CIE 1931) 64

Adobe RGB Coverage (%) (CIE 1931) 47

NTSC coverage (%) (CIE 1931) 45 %

Active Screen Area (HxW) 344,23 x 193,54 mm mm

Pixel Pitch 0.17925

Pixels per Inch 141

Response time (GtG) 4 ms

Contrast (static) 800:1

Brightness (typical) 220 cd/m²

Viewing angle (CR10) 170/170 º

Hard Glass Antiglare + 3H

OSD languages EN, FR , ES, PT, DE, IT, NL, SE, FI, PL ,CZ, RU, KR, CN (T), CN (S), JP

 

Exterior

Monitor colour Black

Bezel Type Normal

 

Ergonomics

Tilt -5/25 °

Pivot ✔

 

Connectivity and Multimedia

Signal Input USB-C (DP Alt Mode)

USB input USB C x 1

USB out ports 1

 

What's in the Box?

USB cable USB Type-C to C/A m

 

Power / Environmental

Powersupply Internal

Power Consumption On (Energystar test method) 8 watt

Power Consumption Standby 0.3 watt

Power Consumption Off 0.3 watt
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Dimensions / Weights

Product dimensions excl base 376.2(W) x 235.2 (H) x 8.5 (D)

Packaging Dimensions (L x W x H) 442 (L) x 84 (W) x 295 (H) mm

Gross Weight (including package) 0.8 Kg

Net Weight (excluding package) 1.75 Kg

 

Features

Blue Light Technology Low blue light

 

Sustainability

HF ✔
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